
EAU DE PARFUM



‘A Rose for…’ is unique to the possessor, signifying the personal attachment to 
scent.  

Defined by no-one, it is truly for you.

Created by Edward Bodenham and the in-house perfumery team at Floris,    
‘A Rose for…’ is an oriental rose of striking beauty, inspired by the affiliation of 
intense fragility yet powerful scent within the flower. Contemporary and dark 
with a confident, complex character that places the rose with notes of spice, 
orris and woods taking the wearer on an altogether diverse journey of great 

romance.

The main character of the fragrance is carried in the heart where the 
floral balance of red rose is delicately wrapped in incense, oud and orris. 

Characteristic warm woody notes of patchouli, sandalwood and amber in the 
base give the fragrance strength, refinement and depth.

‘A Rose For…’ fragrance comes with the addition of a gold pen, so each owner 

completes the personal christening of their scent with their own name. 

Named by you, ‘A Rose for you’

EAU DE PARFUM



Floris Private Collection 
Fragrance Family Floral Oriental

Top Notes: Darjeeling Tea, Incense, Cassis
Heart Notes: Red Rose, Orris, Oud

Base Notes: Sandalwood, Patchouli, Vanilla

Available in:  
Eau de Parfum 100ml 

Reinvent
  

ion of the Rose

Generations of poets, playwrights, perfumers and dignitaries have professed a 
deep love and fascination with the floral world’s most famous bloom – the rose. 

‘A Rose For…’ Eau de Parfum is a multi-faceted fragrance that transports the wearer 
through numerous incarnations of the rose, and its juxtaposition of fragility and power 

is set to reawaken our love for this enchanting floral.

Following a visit to the rose fields of Morocco in 2015, Edward Bodenham was 
intrigued by how the rose has the ability to infer the identity of its natural origin 

and so sought to explore this classic Floris fragrance note in an altogether different 
environment of warmth, ardour and elegance. Edward comments “When I smelt the 
roses growing in the fields of Morocco I was truly captivated by their fabulous beauty, 
as well as the wonderful warmth and depth of the scent that they produced. I spent 

hours wandering through the fields, smelling the many types of rose that were growing 
there. Compared with smelling many roses in the cooler climate of Britain I was struck 
by how the intense heat of Morocco and the scent of the country itself added such extra 
depth and warmth to the scent of each rose. The rose has such a powerful scent and in 

this environment, it was even more evident. Yet from a young age of being around scent, 
I’ve always been struck by how such powerful scent can emanate from such a delicate 
material. The process of drawing the scent from the rose is something of an art I’ve 

always admired” 
‘A Rose for...’ uses natural Moroccan and Bulgarian rose oil, which is steam distilled 

from petals harvested at dawn. 

Edward Bodenham, Floris Perfumery Director




